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THE CLIMAX - FEBRUARY 1963

Clear sky time cropped even further this month to the level 
of 9% ("You know. Climax really isn't a very good location 
for a coronagraph station. Why don't we move it to some other 
location - the French Riviera, sayrf). However, this is about 
the amount of clear sky we expect this time of year. Actual 
observations consisted of seven green surveys - most of which 
were partial, and a try at slitless spectra through cirrus 
that was no good because of the cirrus. A great deal of testing 
went on during the month, though.
In the 5 inch coronagraph, we were plagued part of the month 
by bad streaking on the spectra that appeared rather abruptly. 
The first assumption was that it was dirt on the slit, but 
cleaning did not remove it. After much discussion and pander
ing many other things were investigated, but it now seems that 
it was the slit all along - at least the streaking has been 
greatly alleviated by more cleaning of the slit. The slit may 
have become slightly magnetized, so plans are afoot to have it 
demagnetized. The separation of the triplet lens is still a 
mystery - it has not repeated its frosty appearance after 
exposure to cold either in Boulder or back at Climax, and good 
spectra was obtained through the lens just a few days ago.
The remoting of the guider was completed in the small dome, 
and it is now all housed in the heated electronic room.
More testing on the image tube was done during the month, but 
the reticulation pattern persists and defies identification.
The other double-length tube was brought to Climax to shoot 
comparison spectra through to tie in the two tubes together.
More pictures have been taken with the 16 inch, and some fairly 
good pictures were obtained of the one bright plage we saw all 
month. These coupled with some pics of a prominence will be 
blown up and compared with pics of the same events from the 
flare patrol.
The coronameter suffered greatly from the lack of clear sky.
Two no good surveys were obtained, and one good and one partial 
short surveys were observed.
The flare patrol ran quite a bit more than any other instrument, 
but the only news from it is that work has begun on recementing 
the suppressor plate and building a temperature control for it.
Time to start thinking about the annual Snow-Off Contest. Total 
to date is l*+3• 5 inches compared with 282.5 this time last year. 
The Leadville Chamber of Commerce has adopted a new slogan:
"Come visit Leadville - while there is still some of it~leftn.


